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WHO ARE WE

Our name is derived from the Arabic word “Istidama”meaning sustainability. Our company
serves three main entities: environment, society and economy. We are specialized in waste
management integrated solutions that can provide the best available technology. We are a
Qatari company based in Doha.
Our expertise and competency serves both local and international companies looking into
waste management solutions, that involve SMART waste systems, strategies and waste recycling solutions. We are a company that you can trust to solve your waste management
challenges, preserve the environment and comply with regulation that protect your
reputation as a responsible company.
At Istidama, we adapt our business approach and strategies customized to our client’s
needs, challenges, and improvements no matter the industry size and complexity. We
provide advisory, consultancy, research and auditing services related to circular economy,
resource recovery, reverse logistics, waste handling and sustainable development goals
(specifically relating to waste) to governments, international agencies and companies.
We are the first in the industry to assist manufacturers in meeting landfill reduction and
sustainability goals.
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OUR VISION
To become a leading partner in waste management integrated solutions.

To provide integrated solutions in environmental and
resource recovery.

Integrated Waste Management

MISSION

Environmental Consulting

Education & Awareness

R&D

OUR CORE VALUE
- Istidama is driven by the vision of His Highness, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad,
emir of Qatar, that aims to create a balance between development needs
and protecting the environment.
- Commitment to client and society
- Transparency
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WHY WE ARE DIFFERNET

Our solutions are based on SMART waste management system that
can support circular economy which can be an enabler to Qatar
National Vision 2030.
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OUR CORE BUSINESS

-

Proven technologies for resources recovery.
SMART waste management systems
Integrated waste management Strategies
Accreditation and Certifications
Awareness programs
Cost effective solutions for waste management
Environmental services
R&D for waste management
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
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WHO WE CAN SERVE

We believe in partnering with client’s organizational goals, their vision
and mission and provide amicable business consulting solutions.

Waste collectors
Constructions
NGO’s
Industries
Commercials (Malls)
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Ministry of Municipality
and Environment
Municipalities and
cities.

FIFA 2022
Waste re-cyclers

Planning and Statistics
Authority

OUR CONSULTANCY SOLUTION

Strategy Consulting

Risk & Compliance
Consulting

Operations Consulting

Environmental
Consulting
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OUR SERVICES

Government and Corporate
strategies on waste management

GOVERNMENT
Istidama provides advisory services to local governmental bodies in preparation of
waste management policies, by-laws and strategies on holistic and decentralised
management of municipal solid waste.
CORPORATE
We provide comprehensive guidance regarding extended producer responsibility
(EPR) obligations under Plastic Waste Management Rules, E-Waste Management
Rules including preparation of EPR plans and obtaining relevant authorisations from
MME.
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We also conduct waste management audits for companies to understand their waste
generation pattern and related environmental impact. In this context, we also design
unique waste management units for onsite handling and processing of solid waste
generated.
One of our core drivers is that manufacturers and distributors are under increasing
pressure to make wise decisions about their business in order to remain competitive
and profitable. How you manage and minimize your waste streams within your plant
or warehouse is one of many factors that impact your operation, which we help you
plan. Here in Istidama we know that improving waste flow processes and efficiencies
are important to you and your operation.
Istidama has taken a proactive step by partnering with authorized vendors and certified
recyclers for handling different streams of waste generated. Istidama keeps in-line
with its waste philosophy by extending its services to clients looking for solutions for
a sustainable project while complying with all the regulations.

SMART waste management systems
Municipalities are driven to deploy solutions that drive citizen engagement, solve
operational problems, and deliver meaningful data that can lead to improved services.
Istidama’s leading platform is deployed in the public right-of-way that delivers
much more than smart waste and recycling. In addition to modernizing a core city
service, it is optimal for hosting additional technologies. It is easy to access and can
hide technology in plain sight. Cities can take advantage of required public waste
infrastructure as a holding place for other technology, applications, and equipment.
Multi-purposing the smart waste system eases logistics, declutters the streetscapes,
and further enhances the community experience with improved services Retailers
and venues will use Istidama to automate much of the work needed to manage the
all-too-frequent task of trash and recycling collection. We empower corporations of
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every size to modernize a core service while providing a multi-purpose platform to deploy
other applications as desired. With our services, companies can rethink their services,
operations, and drive gains to their bottom line with Istidama’s technology.E.

Awareness training and certification
AWARENESS TRAINING
We also provide, awareness about the importance of sustainable waste disposal
management and its best practices. Our training and awareness sessions incorporate
the basics of waste segregation, waste types, and how one could minimize their
carbon footprint.
We customize our training, awareness and engagement sessions for all sorts of
audiences, ranging from school students to senior management in large corporate
agencies. Our sessions are generally delivered as part of our SOP, prior to commencing
operations at our client premises, to the housekeeping staff and waste generators. We
also take up specially designed engagement sessions and activities on an ad hoc
basis. We also conduct extensive awareness programs in Istidama which include
social media campaigns, corporate events and collection drives.
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Istidama is committed to providing the highest quality training in the solid waste
industry. We offer a wide variety of training courses to help you move forward in your
career.
These courses will allow you to expand your base of professional knowledge by
focusing on improving your productivity, profitability, and efficiency. Also, many
of our classes serve as prep courses for one of our Certification Exams. With the
certification you have a chance to distinguish yourself as a leader in your field.

Research & Developmen
Istidama conducts comprehensive research of the waste management system and
infrastructure, we also develop a database of waste management compiling and
calculating of key performance indicators including, but not limited to those related
to personnel, physical, operational, environmental and financial indicators. In addition
to indicators for instance, daily load, discharge efficiency, percentage of hazardous
waste processed, pollution and emission indicators.
Istidama created and implemented waste management strategies for large scale
industrial manufacturers and service providers, combining intelligent solutions with
practical, on-the-ground practice.
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Independent Audit
Istidama is a uniquely informative market intelligence service that helps waste generators,
haulers, processors, facility developers, manufacturers, trade associations, and state
and local governments accumulate, track and analyze selected, technically complex,
and market-critical data to enhance their waste management performance. Istidama
provides independent material stream auditing services for local governments and
processors . We design and perform a technically rigorous, transparent methodology
that can be trusted by both parties to be accurate for contractual monitoring.

Extended Producer Responsibility
(EPR)
WHAT IS EPR?
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Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is an environmental protection strategy that
is designed to integrate the environmental costs connected with goods throughout
their life cycles. It encourages the manufacturers or brand owners to create markets
for reuse or recycling of materials. The main objective of EPR is to minimize the total
environmental impact of waste materials from a product.
Extended Producer Responsibility or EPR is the commitment made by a producer to
facilitate a reverse collection mechanism and recycling of end of life, post-consumer
waste. The objective is to circle it back into the system to recover resources embedded
in the waste.
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Registration and Preparation of EPR Plan
1. Under Plastic Waste Management Rules, all the companies that
use plastic packaging must register as a “producer ” or “brand owner”.
2. Submit the application of registration
3. Submit an EPR action plan to the MME containing type and
quantities of plastic waste (pre and post consumer) generated, manner
of collection and processing of plastic waste. details of implementing
partners etc. along with supporting documents.

We follow two plan for action

Phase A

Phase B

1. Collection, transportation, recycling, processing/ co-processing or
disposal of equivalent quantity of plastic waste as set out in approved EPR
plan: through own distribution channel, In partnership with municipalities/
local bodies, through agencies and other method that ensures traceability.
2. The plastic waste to be collected is brand agnostic. The relevant
criteria is grade of plastic and the quantities set out in the EPR plan.4
3. Maintenance of records for each activity for quarterly filings.
Istidama has over many years of experience in helping national and
multinational brands manage their Extended Producer Responsibility in
Qatar. We have developed an extensive collection network that includes
consumers and the informal sector. Istidama has also formally collaborated
with authorised recyclers and end destinations. Our SMART system
enables us to capture data and prepare detailed reports for our customers.
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YOUR NEEDS
- Turnkey environmental management
Keeping track of a wide variety of waste
streams.

- Single-source solutions
Istidama will consult on ways to manage all
of your waste and recycling streams

-Waste reduction Minimizing waste stream

- Meeting and exceeding expectations
Istidama cuts your environmental concerns
down to size with recycling and waste
diversion solutions

- Cost reduction Controlling your bottom line

- Improved waste flow efficiencies
Continual site and waste stream analysis and
continuous improvement metrics help keep
costs in line.

-Compliance Staying in line with complex,
changing regulations

- Management of compliance and regulatory
issues Istidama analyzes and tracks your
waste streams to ensure they are handled
and disposed of properly – start to finish.

- Environmental and economic sustainability
Achieving economic growth while improving
quality of life and the environment.
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OUR SOLUTIONS

- Helping you save money and the Istidama
provides various environmental solutions
that balance your needs for environmental
responsibility and a strong bottom line.
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www.istidama.qa

Regus Doha Twin Towers 12th Floor,
Marina Twin Towers, Tower B.
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PO Box 301477
Lusail, State of Qatar

Centre Fax Number +974 4447 1100
Office Number +974 44470910

